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Jennifer Sental ,f I h I iitt Stuff
Steven Vargas, a senior majoring in kinesiology, is a fitness trainer for Club One at
Santana Row."Wearing backpacks can be a plus or minus depending on how much
weight you can carry," Vargas said.
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By Traci Newell

When Rolanda Pierre -Dixon attended San Jose State
ni s List ty . she woke up one night to crying friend’s phone call
Just past midnight. her friend had called to say her husband had
Just battered her.
Pierre -Dixon. the current district attorney of Santa Clara
County. was inspired to start a career working on domestic
s iolence cisC 5.
Pierre Dixon held a lecture titled. "Domestic Violence:

College literacy
low, dean says
By Peter Clark
Daily Stall Writer

As the heats it the hip-hop
group 1:catmint’s rang out from
the speakers in the Student Union
Amphitheater. the dean of the San
Jose State UmYersity library gave
a lecture in the Spartan Bookstore
on Thursday titled. "(kiting to
the Cutting Edge: Information
Literacy at SJSI
Refreshments were offered
during Patricia Breivik’s 45 -minute presentation to an audience
of 20 as she gave nutnerous examples. and cited a multitude ot
studies, that pointed to a lack of
information literacy among college students.
A UCLA study conducted in
2002 reported that 52 percent of
college students believe that most
of the intOrmation on the Internet
is accurate. hut in fact Bretvik
stud. anybody can create a Web
site under any alias.
Most students go directly to
a sears h engine cc hen thev %s ant

set BACKPACK, page 3

D.A. fights domestic abuse
Daily Staff Writer

Ask Ryan
The scar in Iraq. expired milk
are Just some of the questions
the Thrilla answers online

Day after day students carry backpacks
lull of notebooks and textbooks, which
may develop into hack problems in the future. Researchers disagree whether backpacks are to blame for hack problems.
Peggy. Plato. assistant professor of kinesiology. Wieses that any student who
Uses ,i backpack improperly w ill develop
hack plc rhlems.
-Students who carry backpacks and whet I tads properly and maintain gis id muscle
strength and flexibility. will MilliMite their
tisk of hack problems." Plato said.
The American Chiropractic Assimation
disagrees. It said that the use of overweight
backpacks despite proper or improper use
is a contributing factor of hack pains.
Consumer
The
Product
Safety
Commission estimated that more than
(Orli) injuries in 211401 \cert.’ because of the
use of fleas y haskpacks
Kyla O’Hara. a senior majoring in social science, has secen classes and carries
lour hooks cc cry day.
Although she does not have a back
problem. she believes that carrying a
heasy backpack may eventually cause
hack pain.
The American Chiropractic Association
states that a backpack should weigh no more
than Ill percent of a person’s body weight.
Someone who weighs between 100 to
130 pounds should carry no more than the
to lo pounds in a backpack. someone who
cceighs bet, cell I m to 150 pounds should
carry no more Man 6.5 to 1; pounds,
and someone who %smells more than 150
pounds should sarry ii more than 7 5 to

to Ii nil a piece of information for
a school assignment. hut search
engines pick their pages by popularity. not reliability. Breivik
said.
Popular search engines only
register lb percent of information
that is indexed and only 6 percent
of that information is scholarly or
scientific. Bret% ik said.
A study conducted at UC
Berkeley found that live out of
eight graduating seniors failed
an exam assessing their research
competency.
Though SJSU students are required to attend a one -hour tutorial on the basics of library research
in then 100W classes, cosering
information on how to use databases and perforni smart Internet
searches. Bret% ik does no think
this is enough to equip students
with good researching skills. She
would like to see a required term
paper in one of the general education courses that utilizes these
skills so students are forced hi dri
set BREIVIK, page

What You Need hi Know " on campus ’Thursday. She discussed
with students the statistics mid stories behind the %anon. cases
of domestic c irilence in South liav.
"Anyone that cc ill hit you cc ill kill you." Pierre -Dixon said.
"There is no excuse for dom.:stk. v !Menet..."
Pierre Dixon started w ork time in the Distrio Attorney’s office in 1 48 1 cc Ile II there w as no official Win that handled domestic s
1941 she .tsated and supers used a
unit designed to handle dottiest’, v totem, e
-We went fonn has in..!
.
a seat m, hacing 50 cases a
see ABUSE, page 4

opt for
summer
classes
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Stall Writer

Sand, sun and road tops all contribute to a
successful sununer break As Midget cuts continue to cut classes on California State l’nicersity
campuses. lirmecer, some students are forced to
forego summer dreams to sit in a classroom and
stare wisttully out the ct, Wow at what could have
been.
During past years, tontine enough classes to
till a schedule during the Fall and Spring terms
has become a challenge to most full-time students, said fatten Lessing. a senior majoring in
kinesiuultigy
To sonic students, the schedule of classes
seems to shrink vs ith each semester, which has
forced sinne to use the silillnier as a cc a) to continue their quest tor graduation
During the past three )ears. summer school
enrollment has as eraged hem een 5.000 and
SUMO students. said Willi:111i !Sallie. \lee provost
for academi. planning .ind hudgets
Nance said that summer souls,. offerings are
typically based on student demand
Bottleneck c k,t1I,C
1110I demand in
,ire it ed Ii. make it easier
Fall and Spring
for students to enroll in ,10,,e, that ine,:111 he required preicquisites lot thin Lill s.
"1 he , muses that ale olleted are based on the
students that
demand.’ Name -.aid "I
scant to Acjil,e theinwl, his% aril a degree, it
the might nut have if
gives them anoi het
they .. ail mini Ow I all Sims’ Ws not mandatory
students an eau) Intin the courses being availcc mil ii lake IC
able it t.’euh
SOW slUdinl, .11’...Wlee that summer courses
title! .in eas lei t% a) io do things iii campus with
jwarlc
students m Fall and Spring
"I Like them to get ahead and or to stay on
Course. Ic-ssing said. "It is so hard to get some
of tlw lasses I need in the semester. It’s also faster and a linle bit easier he, miss: the teachers are
Mole one on one cc ith the +Indents "
(iii,’ thine Liken into ,Anisideration by %OW
.111derils is the lekel u,h edii,:ation that can he
maintained durmg summer c muses and is whether summer .oni sec can help ot hurl a CPA. he see SUMMER, page 4

Dance-a-Thon rocks ballroom
Event features
milk, trivia
By Erin Caballero
/hilly Star Writer
To insure a good "head start- lOr thc nevi
generation of American youth. the Lainhda
Sigma (iamma sorority and litho ( ;reek
organizations hosted the sesenth annual
"Dance-a-Thon" in the Barrett Ballroom of
the Student Union.
Lambda Sigma Gamma. along with the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. Ii ha Phi ’Nem
fraternity and the Independence High School
varsity cheerleading squad. performed heart
poundingdance routines iii raise money tor
the local head Start chapter
Head Start is a minimal program helping
underpris kited children get a developmental
ads :image.
"Last year %se raised $300
the Mont’)
goes toward supplies like colored pencils. pa
per. tearik1WS
whateser the teac her needs. said Cynthia Villagonez. a Tamhda Sigma
(Iamma Sltrorit) member :mil tumor maiming in Spanish and sociology Villagone, said
that the teams were judged on the number of
members performing. the L Leancity of then
posters and the main mance, themsels
Money was raised selling %I rattle tickets.
Associated Students contributed funding, as
mong some of
well as Pt-mite companies

’Vcri111,11,r,

1)(tilit Stall

Ezekiel Staples, center, a junior, hushes the audience while Chris McCants, far left, also a junior,
dances into a frenzy at the seventh annual Dance -a Thon put on by lambda Sigma Gamma sorority
Thursday in the Loma Priem’ room of the Student Union. Michael Bradley, left back, a freshman,
and Keith Reynolds, right back, junior, look on. The Dance Thon raised money for the San Jose
chapter of Head Start,
the pri/es %%cit. NS Stabil, its gilt cards, many of cheerleaders and a member of the low Phi Thera
cc hich Sc ere snapped up by the thee. leaders The fraternity ran up to try to win the . aril that would
ty sisters asked the audience iris itt from
Stte DANCE, pages
the MI V shov. ..101.11 Request lice"Seseral
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VIEW FROM THE EAST

Perks for being a woman outweigh the lows
Ah, to be a member of the "weaker" sex.
The advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.
Among the downsides is cash flow. In terms of
spending. being a woman can be a fiscal burden.
The budget the average woman requires to be
"pretty" costs a pretty penny. This expense comes Out
of a woman’s pocket.
Do the math. Add up the prices for hair products,
make-up, manicures and clothes. Throw in jewelry.
spa appointments and bags. The budget for shoes is in
a category by itself.
The total comes to a number that’s worth forgetting.
Hey, splurging is necessary every once in a while.
Which, for a woman, is all the time.
Not all is bleak though, for a woman’s wallet is supplemented by a second income -- her boyfriend’s.
A woman’s upkeep for her physical appearance
costs money in order to impress her boyfriend. Her
money is spent on herself though.
On the other hand, her boyfriend must buy her
gifts in order to impress her. The inure expensive and
showy the gift, the more impressed the woman will
be.

While a man spends virtually nothing on his personal upkeep. he must shower his girlfriend with
presents.
Being on the receiving end of someone’s attentions, after working to look good, can be extremely
gratifying.
Look at it this way. When going
on a date, women get ready for two
hours, while men get ready to blow two
month’s worth of salary.
Being a member of the fairer sex is
definitely worth it.
While the situation may not be equal
by numbers, both parties engage in this
economic inequality gladly.
And women are grateful. Grateful
LING-Mil
for the chance to get all dolled up. to
enjoy a date and to share the company
of a generous man.
It’s not often that someone will pick up the check
or buy something for a woman after she points, pouts
and %% h i nes.
It’s not like women are shallow or anything.
Being a woman is so enviable that some men seek

ADAM THE BEAVER

NICK SCOTT

to emulate women.
The economic inequality has tipped the scales to
favor women.
A woman spends money on herself to impress a
man. The man, in turn, spends money on the woman.
In this equation, the woman gets all the
money spent on her.
Hence, witness the rise of the "metrosexual."
The metrosexual is essentially a man
seeking to be a woman.
His finances are spent on grooming
himself. By doing so, he hopes to have
money lavished on him by others.
Metrosexuals mimic the behaviors of
women. They get manicures, go to the spa
WONG
and have their hair done every six weeks,
rather than waiting until they resemble
Chewbacca.
They try to be more feminine than women in terms
of maintaining their aesthetic ideal. Careful grooming
means careful dressing, which entails shopping trips
to high -end clothing stores.
Ilav ing a man look presentable is a small miracle

already.
Unfortunately, men can’t expect to attain the level
of spoiling that women enjoy.
David Beckham epitomizes the ideal of the metrosexual. He’s ripped, impeccably dressed and has
presentable, if unusual, hair.
He also has to financially support his equally
ripped, impeccably dressed and presentably coiffed
wife. Victoria, better known as "Posh Spice."
He’s not being treated to special favors despite his
attention to his appearance.
Metrosexuals vainly attempt to have others spoil
them, to no avail.
So for now, being a member of the female gender
means special treatment from men.
It’s worth being ineligible for the papacy.

Ling-Mei Wong is the Spartan Daily opinion editor.
"View from the East" appears every Friday.

GUEST COLUMN

Boarding the bus a journey
to discovering other passengers
4.
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Sparta Guide is pros ided tree of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline Mr entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry tomis are mailable in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
,
Bente’ Hall. room 209 Entries can also he e -mailed to spartandailyor casa Thu edu titled "Sparta Guide.- Space
restriLlions Ina) require editing ot submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will
take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
Counseling Services
A (WWI group meeting will take place from
noon to 1:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the
Student Services Center. For more information.
call 924-5910.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
A talk featuring Yxta Maya Murray will take place
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in rooms 225 and 229 of
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library. The
talk is part of the Writer in Conversation Program.
Art of Living Club
An art of living course will take place from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center. For
more information. call Sachin at 772-5050.

SUNDAY

Undoubtedly, the Express ISO is the place for rumi- driver and start chatting with him or her. ’hi add to it,
nating over thoughts. And that is why, stepping inside the quieter ones always seem to get off sooner than the
the Express 180 with a flash of my student ID card. 1 incoming noisy ones.
surrender myself to strangers and their strange talk. 1
The harmless waft of menthol odor as one of my
run to catch it, I hate if I miss it and I miss it when I co-passengers quickly squeezed a dollop of toothdon’t use it.
paste, and brushed her teeth after she finished her
Paula Howard. a bus driver and my companion. meal, doesn’t bother me.
complained about loud talkers in the bus who render
But a man who served in the Army in Spain. and
her announcements annoyingly inaudible. Howard came
to make sure that I heard his problem. sure
is a person whose voice bellows from the pit of her did.
stomach like a sergeant hollering at troops.
There are examples of interestingly annoying
C7arrie Bradshaw, the columnist from "Sex and the people.
City." might have written a juicier piece
One gentleman criticized the police
about it.
for arresting him wrongfully and called
Neverthless, here comes my two
love an illusion. He presented his case
cents. Bussed to school and back home
to fellow passengers: "I wanted to marry
for the last four months, I have lent my
my partner, who I thought was gay, but
ears, and then thoughts, to conversations
it turned out that he was not. So when I
of co-passengers. Loud conversations in
punched his nose and kicked him nine
the bus. I protest otherwise.1 love my
times in the groin, he dialed 911. Is that
passengers.
lover
Anthropologist Clifford Geertz said
1 moved to another seat.
that human thought is both social and
A particular conversation between a
VAISHAU
KIRPEKAR
public. Its natural habitat is the house
man and a group of hi iy s that he befriendyard, marketplace and town square. One
ed on the bus was striking.
would not be wrong to add bus rides as
"You know there is WI (hid. only the
the fourth habitat.
supernatural exists." he said, lie told them he started
Regular commuters like me watch the ongoing believing in the supernatural when his dead grandma
gabfest on the Express 180 from Fremont to South visited him, dressed in white.
Second and Santa Clara streets.
Just when my ears were tuned to his discourse, he
If it were the annoying fuzz on the face, it could soon got off, leaving the bus rattling with a heavy air.
be ripped off. But bus commuters are a special breed, dismissed by the laughter of the boys who said. "What
not to be exhausted by the waiting and walking. These the f--- was he talking about’?"
The traffic of human thought became a pointer to
champion -talkers rev up as the driver shifts the gear.
I have tried to divert my attention and watch the the bigger question
why can’t people say what they
hills, the rising sun and even tried to imagine the sun truly feel’? It would help in my bus.
chariot with seven horses.
But people chat. They chat with friends. chat on
Vaishah Kirpekar is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
the phone and grab the unguarded in their perimeter.
If nothing else works out, they plop right next to the Guest columns appear periodically.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will take place at noon and 5 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information. call Father Mike Carson at
938-1610.

Art of Living Club
An art of living course will take place from 7 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. at the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center.
For more information, call Sachin at 772-5050.

Art of Living Club
An art of living course will take place from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center. For
more information. call Sachin at 772-5050.

SATURDAY

MONDAY

Dear editor.

Art History Association
A symposium will take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in room 189 of the Engineering building. Speakers
will deliver scholarly presentations with visual
images.

Reed Literary Magazine
The Reed 2005 Kick -Off Party will take place at
7 p.m. in the Spartan Memorial. Contributors will
read selections and the event will include a raffle
for an iPod and other prizes.

I would like to commend Mike
Nguyen for accepting responsibility for his "personal mistake" and
not making excuses.
However, a personal mistake
is not shoplifting. A personal mis-

Letter: Decision by A.S. director regrettable
take is forgetting your mother’s
birthday, this in fact was a lapse
in judgment that will now be on
a criminal record for the rest of
Nguyen’s life.
And all for less than $20.
Nguyen is an elected official
and should know hetter. Forgetting

your wallet means returning the
merchandise, not putting it into
your pocket and leaving the store.
Shame on him.
Chnloaldo Barrera
Junior
Journalism
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Tommy Shepherd,
left, plays the drums
while performing the
human beat box next
to Jon Manahan of
"Felonious" Thursday
in the Student Union
Amphitheater.
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BACKPACK - Bad posture to blame as well, experts say
continued from page 1
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15 pounds.
"If the load causes you to lean
forward, it is too heavy," said
Harold Bemch. certified back specialist at Optimum Performance
Through Mos ement. a physical
therapy centei in I is ( fatos
Causing students io altei their
posture is one of the signs to look
for, according to the American
Chiropractic ASSikhdion.
"Studies indicate that carrying a heasy backpack definitely
ClIllirlbUle% Ill hack pain and hack
problems.- Daryl Canham, associate professor of nursing.
Although, backpacks may be a
contributing factor, some believe
that students’ had habits when car tying a backpack an a main cause.
Bemch said most students already has’ had posture, and if
someone with had posture carries
a heavy load, it is too much pressure for the hack.
Sitting in front tit a computer is
a daily ritual for some students.
"For college students, the most
common pattern related to back
problems is often related to remaining in one position for an extended period of time when studying or working on the computer.Canham said.
Angela Liu, a junior majoring
in graphic design, said she does
not experience back pain.
She does believe that a heavy
backpack could cause back pain.
however. She believes that this
is not the only reason.
An American study was done
at the John Hopkins School of
Public Health which showed
that 74 percent of students who
said they experienced back pain
from backpacks. actually suffered pant for other reasons.
These students had poorer
general health and less phy sical
actis ity than others.
Researchers showed that
stress -related
and
tiredness
headaches were more to blame
for hack pains.
Sara Hackett. a senior majot.
mg in social science. was horn
with scrotums. a condition that
irmakes the spine curve
tsially
Ilas mg sewn classes requires her to carry live hooks
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Astronauts, cosmonaut
begin journey to
international space station
from Kazakhstan steppe

Drumming to the beat

Ice
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’,nu). day. Although she was born
with the hack condition, she does
think that there is a problem with
backpacks.
"I definitely think that carrying a heas y load hurts students’
backs.- Hackett said.
Studies have shown carrying a
backpack on both shoulders does
not make a difference lor some
students. Canham said.
The American Chiropractic
Association said some students
!nay like to use only one strap on
their backpacks for fashion reasons,
but this practice puts more stress on
the hacks and spinal cords.
"There :ire studies that indicate hack pain in students may.
he caused by a number of factors, including sitting and reading.
computer work. poor posture and
minimal exercise.- Canham said.
Improperly carry ing backpacks
may also contribute to hack problems but also excess body weight
and poor body mechanics play a
role. Plato said.
Peter Papadopoulos. a graduate
student in biology, said he does
not base a hack problem.
Instead of !lasing a regular backpack, he said he uses a
wheeled backpack.
Canham saw a wheeled backpack as a presentise measure, hut
studies prose that it may not he an
effective measure.
"I think that possibly carrying

heasy load ss ill hurt student’s
hacks." Papadopoulos said. "This is
DOI necessarily why people have had
hacks. It can also he due to work."
According to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, an
empty roller hag can weigh about
SO percent more than an empty
backpack
The COMMISSI0111 said that there
is a tendency to throw more things
into a roller hag since it is on wheels,
making it weigh up to 50 pounds
more than a backpack would.
Experts estimate that one third
of people older than the age of
IS had a hack problem painful
enough to seek professional help.
To stop the numbers from rising, there are ways to present or
help hack problems.
Carrying a lighter load, using
both straps. being phy sicalls tit
and working on core strengthening are some ways to help the
problem, said Rosie Cheng. athletic trainer at OPTM.
Students can reduce the risk of
hack problems by doing the opposite of what causes it. Plato said.
. These include carry ing loads
properly. good posture. good body
mechanics. maintaining a healthy
weight. participating in physical
activity, maintaining good muscle
strength and flexibility, and taking breaks from hours of sitting
or standing.

BAIKONUR. Kazakhstan (API
A
Soyuz-FG rocket lifted off from Russia’s
base at the Baikonur Cosmodrome at sunrise
Friday, launching two astronauts and a cosmonaut strapped into a crammed space capsule on a two-day journey to the international
space station.
Russian cosmonaut Sergei Krikales and
American John Phillips were headed for a sixmonth stay on the ISS. while their colleague
from the European Space Agency. Italian
Roberto Vitton, was due to return to Earth in
10 days with the current station crew.
Russian Salizhan Sharipov and American
Leroy Chiao have been on the orbiting lab
since October.
Jets of tire and billows of smoke accompanied the liftoff, which was being monitored
at Russian Mission Control outside Moscow.
The three -stage rocket system was to bring
the Soyui to a speed of 13.420 mph within 7
1:2 minutes of the launch.
A main task for the new crew will be welcoming a U.S. space shuttle to the station after a two-year absence.
Since the space shuttle Columbia disintegrated as it returned to Earth on Feb. I. 2003.
killing all seven astronauts on hoard, shuttle
flights have been suspended. leaving the
Soyuz as the only way of getting astronauts
to the space station.
NASA aims to revive flights as early as
May IS. with a mission by Discosery to the
space station.
The Columbia disaster was caused by a
chunk of insulating foam that fell off the tank
during liftoff and gashed the shuttle’s wing.
In Cape Canaveral. Fla.. NASA on
Thursday successfully tested a redesigned
external fuel tank, which underwent major
modifications after the Columbia disaster.

NASA removed foam from some places on
the tank and applied the insulation differently
to prevent big chunks from breaking off.
Heaters also were installed to prevent the
formation of ice at spots that no longer have
insulation.
A key task for Knkales and Phillips will
be to observe the condition of the insulating
tiles as the Discosery approaches the space
station.
"Our particular part will be conducting
a photo sursey of the exterior of the shuttle
while it is maneuvering immediately below
us prior to docking.- Phillips said Thursday
at Baikonur, in the windswept steppes of the
Central Asian nation of Kazakhstan.
"I think the eyes of the world are going to
be upon the shuttle cress at that moment, and
will be a little on us, too, and I’m really proud
to be a part in that.Krikales said he expected to be moved by
the shuttle arris al.
"When the shuttle comes it will he a big celebration. They’re not only bringing material for
experiments. material for the station, food, water, gas. but they ’re bringing emotions.- he said.
speaking like the others from behind glass in a
separate room to as old contamination.
Vittori, although he ss ill not be aboard for
the shuttle arris al, expects to spice up the
space station’s cuisine.
"One of the particularities of this mission
is that we also have some food coming from
Italy.- he said. "The idea is to bring a little flavor of Italy to the international space station.Krikales. at 4& is one of the most experienced space flyers. has ing made missions
both to the space station and the Russian
space station Mir. At the end of the new mission, he will have spent more time in space
more than SIX) days
than any human
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The Facebook adds SJSU to its
online network directory

Balancing act

By Traci Newell
Daily Staff Writer

Connecting with other San Jose
State University students just got
easier.
In February. SJSU was added to
an online directory used to connect
students through social networks
at different universities.
Mark Zuckerbert. a student at
Harvard University. told Current
magazine he created the Facebook
when he decided it would he good
to have an online directory of students at his university.
The Facebook quickly gained
popularity and was added to several other Ivy League universities. Today, barely a year old. the
Facebook has 300 schools and
more than a million student users
in its database.
"Our users (use) the Facebook
to find information on their peers.
to make connections with friends
and acquaintances and to communicate with one another," said
Chris Hughes. spokesman for the
Facebook.
What sets the Facebook apart
from other networking Web sites
is that the only way people can get
an account is to register with their

Brian C’onnelly / Daily Stuff
Adam Pintek, a sophomore majoring in animation and illustration, performs a stunt on his BMX bike in front

of the Event Center on Thursday. Pintek is a professional who has competed in several events, including the
X -Games trials in Florida, where he placed third.

SUMMER - Classes cost $205 per unit
continued from page 1

bring it more similar to Fall and
:Is well. Were mos mg
to aid a nu Ire clearly defined
summer term."
Despite the benefits of slimMUT courses, the cost can be a
deterrent for students wrdling to
enroll, l’he cost
c lasses is
$205 a unit and
doesn’t
ill loss
tor many units
at that price.
so
It
is
expensive. I .e,sing said. "I
think it breaks
thin ii to like
use’ SIO0 a day
fin :1 1. lass or
close to ii. It is
kind of ridiculous to spoid
for a couple of necks,
hut its like pay
the money INall hehind in

"It is kind of
ridiculous to
spend $600 for a
couple of weeks,
but its like pay
the money or
fall behind in
your educational
plan."
Janell Lessing,
student

h nn edUC:111011:11

plan
Nonetheless.
despite the asing costs, en merit numbers don’t seem
to he Iluxuating. and probably
%son t We a det line any time
soon.
"It’s hard to forecast because
the (’St’ system is expecting more
students to enroll period. not lust
in the summer." N
c said.

school e-mail address.
"You can only create an account
with a legit e-mail address from
the school showing you are actually a student or (graduate) of the
school,- said Mark Hsieh, a freshman majoring in mathematics.
Valerie Pagtakhan. a junior majoring in nursing. said that there is less ,
a stalker factor because the only people who can view profiles are other
students from the same university.
"I like the Facebook because
there are no dirty, grungy strangers trying to hook up with you.Pagtakhan said.
A Facebook account allows students to post pictures. provide contact information, send messages.
list classes and majors and start or
join various interest groups. Once
people create a profile, they can
search for other students at their
university with the same interests
or characteristics.
Many SJSIL users have connected through groups titled "S.ISt’
Parking Sucks- or "S.Pit ’ Spartan
Pride.- There are also interest
groups for students i1. ing in resident halls, fraternities and sororities and fans of particular sp))rts.
"The Facehook has :I nice design,- said Erik Chang. a junior
majoring in corporate financial

continued from page 1
month," Pierre -Dixon said. The
creation of the unit created an
outlet for sic toil’. id abuse.
she said.
The
unit
has seen a rise
in
reported
and
c.1%eS
PI erre-DI ttiii
sees this as a
goud
thing
She said the
ssho
people
call in are the
people
who
make it out of an abusive relationship.
Piene-Dison said she gets
cases f rum SJSU students every
one or two weeks. The cases
range from assault cases to
stalking cases.
"You !lase to he prepared. Pierre -Dixon said. -Domestic
violence doesn’t care if you are
a student or if you are old it
happens regardless."
She spoke about the different punishments that perpetrators receise She also
spoke on the %smiling signs
mid the different stages of
abuse.
"I didn’t iktum boss pre\ aloft it s as in Santa Clara
County.- said Olis a Casale.
a senior maiming in history.
’I’m not really surprised.

se know people in violent relationships
it’s hard. Pierre -Dixon said the district attorney’s office in Santa

Inemas

more

talk about
it. the more

Rolanda Pierre-Dixon,
district attorney
Clara County reeds ed 5.337
domestic violence Lases in
2004 and reviewed 102 new
reports of domestic s iolence a
week.
She said that domestic abuse
isn’t limited to physical violence.
"Abuse is also about being
threatening and intimidating."
Pierre -Dixon said.
Pierre -Dixon said she gave
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Lindsey
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the lecture m Iiiipes that she
could teach some students whai
domestic s iidence
"I want people to talk about
difinesti,
siolence
all
the
time.- she
said,

"Abuse is also about being
threatening and intimidating."

management. 11 separates people
by schools which makes it somewhat easier to find people, especially old high school friends."
The Facebook also has a feature
where one can search for other
people from his or her graduating
high school class.
"(The Facebook) is a reference
tool and a means for communicalion." Ilughes said. "I think that combination, and the fact that it’s fun to
use, keeps people coming back."I would have liked to use it
as a resource to connect people in
current classes and arrange study
groups." said Argie Guinn). a senior majoring in computer technology. "But it hasn’t been around
long enough at SJSU.Meredith Schwarting, a freshman majoring in psychology.
found out about the Facebook from
her friends who had it at Stanford
(’niversity.
e -mailed (Facebook) nearly.
esery day, begging them to add
SJSI’.- Schwarting said.
"( hir criteria for choosing
ss Inch schools to add is pretty simple.- Hughes said. "The more requests %se re, site from a school to
he ;aided to the network, the higher
likelihood ss II add it."

camra

ABUSE - County receives 102 reports weekly

SpF1111!

cause of the pace and level of intensity that many summer classes
require.
"I think it varies on the student.- Nance said. "A student
Will) is dedicated in any
term will be
able to get good
grades, regardless of boss’ the
course is offered. A student
who needs a
time to focus on
something can
have a really
positise experience because
they don’t get
distracted and
can focus on
the course, because
they’re
not being liwn
in 20 dill erent
directions."
Hos% eser.
taking a course
to impmse upon
said
a (IPA can he risks is \\
Mel Brown. acadenas ;ids isei at
SJSI’
"I think that it really depends
on the situation." Bross n said.
"If a student who has a loss (;’\
is hoping and thinking that taking two summer school courses
will be a quick pimp start to
their (IPA. I think there’s .1
danger to that. This is especial
ly there if they didn’t do %%ell
with a regular Fall or Spring
scheduled class, because it’s
a quicker pace and there’s
greater room for failure. But
again. it really depends upon
the student and whether he in
she is prepared and what kind
of sat:I-dices they’re willing to
take during summer."
This summer, classes ssill
he structured in a slightly diP
ferent manner. Instead of tso
sessions that intersect. there
will he two sessions that start
at the smile time. One session
will he six weeks in length. the
other 10.
Nance said this change is
due in part to the needs of dif
ferent programs and a shift in
scheduling needs.
"It’s changing toward a
inure ci insistent, predictable
sc heduling lin- students It
gives students a hotel time
to plan their summer sdiedule and overlapping classes."
Nance said. "As we mose iii
summer being more similar to
Fall and Spring, you have to
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I3REIVIK - High student-to-librarian ratios might be to blame
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Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Patricia Breivik, dean of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library, gives a speech in the
Spartan Bookstore on Thursday. Breivik’s speech was about information literacy, which is the
subject of the "Critical Thinking, Information Literacy, and Lifelong Learning: Bringing it all
Together for Student Success" seminar Wednesday at the King Library.
sufficient and feels he has a peel understand-

continued from page 1
Id
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research outside of the classroom.
While taking Introduction Art Tutorial:
Introduction, Tony Patane, a junior majoring
in digital media art, was given the one -hour
course on how to use the library’s services.
Although Patane thought that the tutorial Was

ing on how to look up scholarly and scientific
journals, he noticed that a lot of people in his
class did not show up.
"A mandatory assignment would force
people to learn how the system works." Patane
said.
Breivik posits the notion that the lack of
information literacy among college students is

because of the librarian- tostudent ratios in California is
one librarian per 5342 students, more than five times
the national average.
Diane White, a librarian on the third floor of the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Joint Library. said besides
practical questions, such as
where the copy machines
are located, students mainly
ask for help with computers and databases. In many
cases. White said, they have
not had much experience
with these technologies, but
they have been given an assignment and ask for help
instead of learning how to
look things up themselves.
Breivik’s
presentation
was given as part of the
University Scholar’s Series.
a venue where students can
learn about the research
faculty members have completed, said Nancy Freeman.
outreach coordinator for the
King Library.
Breivik’s
next
book.
which she co-wrote with
Vanderbilt
Universits
President Gordon Gee, is
titled "Information Literacy:
Revolution in the Library."
and will be out in early

Jury awards brothers
$2 million in abuse case
HAYWARD (AP,
A Hayward jury
has awarded nearly $2 million in damages
to two brothers who claimed they were molested by a priest inure than two decades
ago.
The case inv oh ing Bob and Tom
Thatcher was closely watched because it is
the first in a series of sex -abuse lawsuits to
seek punitive damages.
Bob Thatcher was awarded $875.000
in compensatory damages and the same
amount in punitive damages. his brother

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATIOWRECREATIOW
C HIL DC ARE
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
TEACHERS WANTED: Must
have experience working with
children & have a minimum
01 12 units in child development related classes Flexible
hours a plus Call Small World
Schools,4,405-283.9200 el 21
or 10 Fax Res to 4ue-283-9201
THEATER. MANNERS &
HIP HOP INSTRUCTORS ksr
children Theater & Manners
training provided 1-7 hours
per week Must have car Earn
$25 per class Must have asp
working with children’ Theater
Fun’ Call Carol at 408-6299721 Fax 408-225-8343 or
carolrorno@theaterfun corn
NANNY/ASSISTANT
PT Santa Cruz Mts area
2 kids/11 & 17 408 892-4407
CAMP COUNSELORS needed
06/05-08,19 fur Residential
SUMMER Camping Program
for children & adults with disabilities Chaliengrigi Rewarding,
Call Tarnish., ’-408243-7861
or visit www viaservices orq
MOM’S HELPER: Mon 12-7
Wed 1-5 Thur 3 7 $12/hr
Help morn with new twins Call
408-287-1479 Cheryl or Airs
$11.00/HOUR
Register FREE
for jobs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters corn
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant. Toddler & Preschool
Teachers & Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
schedules. are also available ECE units are required
for leacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an tnterview (8, 2441968x 16 or tar res to 248-7433

SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
hiring exp Summer Camp Staff
& Teen Program Staff Camp
staff supervise & work w/youth
in an outdoor setting through
organized activities FIT 10 wkS
June -Aug Teen Program Staff
lead/teach physical activities
inc games dance classes.
sports yoga. wrkout in gym,
etc Flexible PIT hrs M-F 4-8.
may Inc wkends Prefer email
shjackson@scvymca org Apply
(1Swww scvymca org or call
14081 226-9622

SMALL MOM & POP ARTS &
CRAFT CO. needs general
help Some retail sales, some
heavy lifting, some creative
work Will train, no cop nec
Close to SJSU FT/PT/Flex
Call Ed 408-984-4020

continued from page 1
fund a latte or macchian,.
"It takes a few weeks ti pledge. but
a lifetime to he a brother." said Ezekiel
Staples II. a minor majoring in kinesiolo*
lie was one of tvvo Iota Phi Theta trateinit
members tr mg to help a fellin% fraternits
member with "Total Request Li% e" !rota
regarding Britney Spears music % ideos.
The "Dance-a-Thon" included a belly
dancing act from tlw -Isoceles Troop." a
private group that teaches and performs
belly dancing. One of the dancers. Renee
Allen, is both an SJSU alumna from the
class of 2000 and a former LamIxla Sigma

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students’
Earn 4230 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:
FAX:

SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
ANNOUNCEMENTS
you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
UVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
9tri S1095/mo Wilt’. us for great deals on
Lge 2B/1 5Ba
name brand gear We carry
The Palo Alto CA branch of
remodeled 408 309-9554 over
100 brands of quality
the California Cryobank is
products including tube & solid seeking men of all ethnicams
state. loudspeakers. DJ sound for our sperm donor programs
TIRED OF SHARING
& classic used equipment
It you are currently attendSTUDENTPAINTERS.NET
SPARTAN DAILY DELIVERY
A BATHROOM??
Sounds Unique buys. sells
ing college or hold BA degree
NOW Hiring, House Painters
POSITION! GREAT CAMPUS Wanted
Come
see
our
huge
trades. consigns & services
you can earn up to 6903/mo,
No exp nec Training
JOB for FALL 2005 Student
2 bedroom 2 full bath
most quality equipment Trade receive a free comprehensive
provided Spring -PT Summer needed mornings from 6 30AM FT $8 50-S11 00/hr Email
over 1000 sq foot apartment in your old electronics for new health screening & help infertile
to 8 30AM Mon -Fri on school
Walking distance to SJSU
We rebuild your old ioudspeak. couples For more information
studentpaintersA084yahoo corn
days to deliver Spartan Daily
Newly remodeled
ers fOr new sound Special
onto apply online please visit
or Call /408i 476-8488
INSTRUCTORS For FITNESS
to campus newsstands Must
Laundry facilities
pricing for SJSU students &
www cryobankdonors corn
EDUCATIONAL CLASSES: LOS GATOS SWIM AND
be dependable & have current
Parking
faculty Check our website
Great Opportunity Great Pay
COL
with
good
driving
record
Security
Gale
RACQUET CLUB is currently
www soundsunique corn or cail
& Flexible Hours Call 408 971- accepting applications for posi- Must pass campus safe driving
Easy Access to Bay
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
408-287-3002
4760 or visit campcarter net
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
requirements Energetic & able
Area freeways
$14 50 to START
tions in the following departBIRTHRIGHT 408.241-8444
to lift bundles of papers Living
Substantially larger than
Certified Training Provided
ments Front Desk, Fitness
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
or
800 550-4900 Free,Conlidenbal
others’ $1195 00/mo
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Staff. Summer Camp Leaders. On/close to campus is a plus
Suits All Majors
For your paper or dissertation
408-947-0803
Complete an application Friday
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
Great Resume Exp
Childcare & Age-Group Swim
Experienced Efficient Exact
Flex Around Schedule
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Coaches Applicants are to be 04/15.9 30am-2 30pm Spartan
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Daily Window Dwight Bente!
Need a job? Need a
Now For Leaders Afterschool outgoing able to multi -task
IMMEDIATE Openings
Styles ESL is a specialty
Hall Room 209 Hiring now so
roommate? Need a
Elem Sch Age Child Care
CHARMING NAGLEE PARK
Call 408-436-9336
Good customer service is a
Grace
831-252-1108 or
that
training
can
be
provided
with a lob?
roommate
Recreation/Enrichment
cum
COTTAGE!
FunStudentWork
Large
Furnished
plus PT AM/PM shifts availEvagrace4aol corn or visit
before end of Spring Semester
Advertise with the
Studio $900
util No smoke/
Programs P/T, M -F 2-6 15pm
able More info call (408)
www gracenotesediting corn
Job starts Aug 24. 2005
Spartan Daily!
pens Csnii agerff are 996.81004105
Pay Range $7 83411 32/hour 356-2136 or fax resume to.
COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING
starting depending on exp No 1408) 358-2593
Looking for Motivated Students
ECE units req Call Kathy
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
to Paint houses in SJ Area this
STUDENTPAINTERS.NET
408-354-8700X245
Greentree Apts at
HIRING Painters for Summer
Summer No Exp Nec Will
NANNY: PT (14-TH 14 FIRS)
Tully & Mclaughon
Train Call 408 310-0936
NOW, Some Marketing work in
We need a PT Nanny for two
Rents start from $875
$8
101831)
Spring
229-2965
Newer Large Units
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS school age children Monday.
Park like grounds Patio
Activities Lessons. Learning for girl Tuesday & Wednesday 200
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
participants Work with other com- to 5 00 pin Thursdays 12 30
Gated Parking MD
EARN INCOME I OMR EXPERtENCE
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
munity orgs Set-up 8 deliver pro- to 500 pm Possible F1’ for
Close to Library Shopping
WAITRESSES & DANCERS
Tractor4raiter
& HY101,280
grams at assigned locations 5.10 Summer & Vacation help in NY No exp nec Will train Must be
S Beats the rap
’PART-TIME OPENINGS
10
Worry
too
much
Tully
Rd
294-6200
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma in July We live at the Silver
995
’HIGH -STARTING PAY
21 Great $ PT Flex Hrs Call
S A.L SA l t Li 1 .1.11N All
Creek Valley Country Club
14 Two fives for or (Now w/some experience
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
AL’ i
E.0
E t,.0
ABBOT
15 Word or parting
Understand girl/gander issues Stan date end of April/early
PA
E
I lo
R
INA
16
Behind
time
May
Salary
Range
$10
00First Aid/CPR Cart (have
SHARED_HOURING
’Customer sales/service
urchin
11
Street
A
9,1
0,O
E R
R
$12 00/hr Dep on Exp/Refs
or can obtain) Basic math
LEE’S SANDWICHES now hir’All majors may apply
18 Couches
N F M S
CACal
3BD/2BA
FOR
RENTROOM
cell
Denise
408
472-2345
ing, All positions available 260
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
’Internships possible
00 Toss here
AMUL
ALOHA
:
safe SJ area
home
in
quiet
company vehicles Bilingual is
E Santa Clara St Ni Sixth St
arid there
’Scholarships awarded annually 7 ml from SJSU 1 blk to Lt rail
ALE
RAFT
72 Hodges of base-tali SITE
a plus Ayer! Immediately Send
Next to New Civic Center/City
’Some conditions apply
AL EC
0116
i :D: L ’E
$425mo util inc 265-6381
EMPL_OYMENT
23 Circle saes
cover letter & res to HR Girl
Hall Call 408-687.1015 or visit
’No experience necessary
r
BUMPS
NOEL
Uncompromising
24
Scouts of Santa Clara Co
WNW
leesandwiches
corn
’Training
provided
GENERAL
IDEA
ISABEL
architect
79
Famed
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
EVRGRN ’MIMS W/POOL
27 Early astronomer
FNCOR
C L biliii
LA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
2 rms $400 ea 14 utils Nr
LIVE I WORK IN COSTA RICA.
CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
30 Openers rhyph
DIANA
.’
PAU ’ A
Email hr4girlscoutsofscc org
www workforstudents comisisu College & Frwys G/M Pre! d
Australia. Brazil. China or Spain WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
34 Parceis out
GNUIF
I
.1_
Ail,SIK.O.A,L.A
Local valet company needs
King
35 Comedian
No phone calls. please AA/tor
this summer’ Experience
408-223 1840 or 892 1866
I- NS
T 0.0 1 H
F .ND F .D
38 IVIr Kook
another culture & change your enthusiastic & energetic indiRYE
SUDSY
DODOS
37 Within rught
viduals to work at nearby malls
life We have paid and volunSTUDIO
II
NIGHTCLUB
Now
18
Garden
dwellers
private
events
&
country
clubs
SERVICES
&
aro,
yokys
Nooks* Synoy Olv
teer positions available now’
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
hiring Security Cocktarlers
40 Skin an apple
Contact us today to learn more FT/PT available We will work
round program, indoor pool
Baroacks Cashrors & Promotions
41 Junk food buy
3 Golds of poktfLe 39 Clock norneral
school
around
your
busy
CHOICE
PLAN
DENTAL
SMILE
(iv
1
f8661
6
ABROAD
eat
138
Experience with children a
408-279-4444 8 So First St
4? Luncheon salad
4 Second-rate
40 Overtures
ni notes i o’uoi,, I SC’) 00iyear
Schedule Must have clean
34iS
t lodge type
5 Bankroll
42 ISIaribul nat/yes
must Teaching experience not www allianc.eabroad corn
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
Si)
(or info ran
saw., 30
6 Ski* In music
44 Service tiveges
chyph
required AM/PMANE shifts
money
Call
408-867-7275
1-800-655-3225
or
GET
PAID
FOR
YOUR
7
45
Hopping
OPINIONS!
Reputation
16 El Greco s city
mad
TELLER POSMON FT
available Email resume to
47 Patella
47 New York
e Hull bottom
Earn S15-5125 & more/survey
VIWW studentdental corn or
Western Union location. Santa
sdavisavavac us
9 Rale
48 Copper source
hooprders
www goldenwestdental com
WWW moneyfor surveys corn
Clara Bilingual (English/
49 Pentium producer
Si the beach
49 In a stvi
Spanish) 59 00/hr 988-4512
In Too ornate
SO Move turtrvery
50Porchadvv10
11 Seldom seen
53 Mr in Bombay
St Sammy or
12 James or Kett
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Gamma. Now a social worker. Allen has
done the "Dance-a-Thon" with the sorority
since last year.
"When I got the e-mail to do this again. I
got a big sense of pride it means a lot to
me." Allen said. She also said that learning
how to hells dance is sers popular with the
educated women of Siliciin Valley, both as
a source oi ph!, sical limess and entertainment.
"A lot of the ladies we dance with are
vers educated women who do this for fun."
she said, citing such examples as HewlettPackard employees, teachers and her dance
partner Nancs Mize, who has a Ph.D. in
genetics
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Tom was awarded $180,000 in compensatory damages and no punitive damages were
sought in his case.
The former altar boys said they were molested at Saint Ignatius Catholic Church, in
Antioch by the Reverend Robert Ponciroli
more than 20 years ago.
Lawyers for the Oakland Diocese do not
dispute that the abuse occurred. But they
disagreed that the diocese was responsible
for the anxiety, relationship and drug and alcohol problems the men suffered later.
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Women’s golf team struggles with late season slump
Spartans to begin conference
tournament play on Monday
By Sarah Holcomb
Dully Stuff Writer
After a slump in the second half of its season, the women’s golf team

at San Jose State University is looking to overcome some recent tournament losses at the Western Athletic Conference tournament next week in
Boise. Idaho.
We had a good first tournament last semester in Colorado," said John
Dormann, the team’s head coach. "The last few for us have been disappointing."
Cannina Calle finished first as an individual in the Colorado tournament, which took place in October. The team played two rounds and
Calle finished one over par in the first round, then four under par in the
second round.
Calle was followed closely in the Colorado tournament by teammates
Jenelle Gomez, who finished third with a final score of 145 and Johanna
Lundberg who finished fourth with a score of 147.
The team took first place.
"We started off really gtxxl. we had a good season in the fall season,
but we’ve struggled toward the end." Calle said.
The team finished 13th out of 15 teams at the Peg Barnard California
Collegiate tournament held at Stanford University on April 9 and 10.
A week hefore the Stanford tournament, the women finished 15th out
of 17 teams at the Arizona State University Invitational.
"We’ve been playing in tougher tournaments." said Lindsey Marino.
who will be playing in the No. 2 position at the WAC tournament. "A lot
of the top 10 teams are there."
Dormann said the team may feel some pressure from the past successes of the women’s golf program. Five SJSU alumnae have played
on the LPGA tour in the last 25 years, among them are Juli Inkster and
Janice Moodie.
-We have a long history of tremendous women’s golf and I think
they’re struggling under the weight of that," Dormann said.
"We don’t always think about it, but it’s always there." Marino said.
"That is the reason we have a lot of sponsorships and we have to play
well to keep those."
Dormann said a large part of golf is the mental game, and that when
the team’s confidence is waning, it can be hard to get it back up. He
thinks that is what happened at the Stanford tournament.
"In the last couple weeks, what can go wrong has gone wrong."
Dormann said. "The mental part is what we need to improve so when we
get to Boise, we can compete to win."
Calle agreed that the mental aspect of the game can be difficult.

(Win I Ilderivi,o(1 I )(lily Staff
Spartan golfers Carmina Calle, front, and Lindsey Marino, are both in their third year on the San Jose State University women’s golf team. Both
women will be competing In the upcoming three-day tournament beginning Monday with Marino playing in position two and Calle playing in
position four.
You really have to talk yourself out of it," Calle said. "It’s something
you have to fight with yourself, especially with golf because it’s such an
individual game."
The team said its goal is to %% in the WAC tournament next week and
go to regionals. If the team earns tirst place in the tournament, it will take
first place in the conference and then go to the NCAA regional tournament.
"We’ve seen the teams that are going to the tournament and I know

we can win it as a team." Calle said. "And I think I can win as an individual."
Dorman said he also belie% es the team can do well in the WAC tournament.
"1 feel that we can compete in the tournament." Dormann said. "If we
play the way we are capable of play mg. we can win this tournament. It’s
a matter of each player playing at their peak level and we haven’t had
that lately."
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